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I first met Chris Zeischegg when I was working on a short documentary about a street artist in 
Downtown LA called “The Cardboard Artist”. My friend and frequent collaborator Luka Fisher 
introduced the two of us, suggesting Chris do the color correction for our film. 
 
Soon after that, I found myself sitting in Chris’s living room, waiting for some files to be 
transferred onto a hard drive. During that bit of downtime, Chris asked if he could work on one 
of his paid gigs. That’s when I found out what it means to work in pornography.  
 
Before coming into Chris’s editing bay that day, I already knew Chris was a former adult film 
performer turned post-production guru. I knew we had both gone to the same film school. And I 
knew after only a few minutes of talking with him that we both understood what it was like to 
work shitty and thankless jobs to make ends meet. 
 
But as I watched Chris edit actual pornography—deciding when to cut to a moaning mouth or to 
a thrusting organ—something else became clear to me: working in pornography can be really 
boring. This notion is something that had never really occurred to me.  
 
Of course, pornography is something everyone knows at least a little bit about. But I had never 
really given much thought to pornography as an industry. And I had never looked at it from an 
employee’s perspective, until working with Chris.  
 
So when Luka and Chris came back to me with Chris’s essay and Luka’s crazy art idea and 
asked me if I’d be interested in making a film to help promote the two, I was more than ready to 
jump on board. It was also really exciting to learn that the project would be featured on 
Somesuch, which is a production company (along with its American counterpart Anonymous 
Content) that I’ve admired for a really long time. I guess it was just icing on the cake. 
 
In the end, I tried to combine Luka’s idea about creating art using Chris’s blood with elements of 
Chris’s essay to tell a bigger story about the costs of working in pornography. The film is 
intended to show how working in porn can be just as mundane as any job and then reveal how 
workers in that industry aren’t always fairly compensated. 
 
In “Danny Wylde”, we see Chris contribute and give up his bodily fluids to create a product to 
sell, just as he had done so many times as a performer in actual pornography. Only this time, this 
project demands his blood, rather than his semen. And instead of a piece of pornography, the 
product being created is a piece of art.  
 
The greater point of the film is to reveal how members of the porn industry—and to a lesser 
extent, creative industries as a whole—often sell themselves without being fairly compensated. I 
think this is something a wide audience should be able empathize with, and I hope this film helps 
shed light on an industry that’s well known but not well understood. 
 


